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This book it is about: Making it easy for your customers to get in touch with you This is all
about communication and making sure it easily flows between you and your customer. If they
reach out to you, you need to be ready to respond. While technology makes it easy to set up
automatic follow up emails via autoresponders, etc. But this does not mean you donâ€™t
have a telephone number, studies have shown that in certain markets, if you have a prominent
phone number on a landing page you will have a 30% higher conversion rate. Regardless of if
they actually call it or not. So in this section I will show you how to set up a professional
telephone system. Integrating Physical Product Sales with Automated Communication If you
are selling physical products then I will show you the tools that you can use to make sure that
those sales are automatically processed and emails are sent out in a certain manner online.
Optimize E-commerce Processes In this section we will go over certain drop shipping
opportunities. This is where someone else ships your product for you. Also talk about why it
is important to have different suppliers for each product. Automate Fulfilment If you are
selling physical products the whole supply chain should be as automated as possible and we
will be talking about how best to make sure this happens without any physical action on your
or your staffs behalf. Follow-up purchases How can you encourage more purchases later in
the process? This can involve many seemingly archaic methods like postcards, and even
letters. You will amazed what simple things that generate huge returns when we get to this
point. Physical Events This is talking about actual real events in the flesh that you host. There
are many ways for you to build enhanced relationships with your customers. This will be
using actual sites like meet-up and event bright to actually meet your customers face to face,
and I will show you the different events you can host and discuss the many reasons why you
really should do this in this section. Enhanced CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
You need to be tracking your customers, who they are, what do they do and really getting to
know them on a personal level to be a truly powerful and dynamic business. So in this chapter
I will discuss many different software packages that really help you track all these things and
how to use them.
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